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on sandy bridge, intel gpus provide
performance counters used for exposing
internal performance data to drivers. the
drivers and hardware registers refer to this
infrastructure as the observation
architecture (internally oa) [15], but intel's
documentation also more generally refers
to this functionality as providing
observability performance counters [16]
[17]. intel gpus (since 2009 at least,
supported by the intel 965, 945 and 915
chipsets) support an optional graphics
processor unit (gpu) feature that can be
enabled in the bios or via the intel-specific
driver. the feature is designed to reduce
cpu usage for certain gpu-intensive
applications, by allowing the cpu to serve
as a co-processor and coordinate gpu
operations. it is a software-only feature;
hardware initialization must be done by the
bios (which must also be enabled for the
feature to be enabled) or by a custom
firmware. the intel 965 gma945 and 915
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integrated graphics are the most recent
intel chipsets with video acceleration. the
gma 950 is a mobile version of the 945. //
graphics functionality is controlled by the
graphics subsystem. // this subsystem may
be integrated or discrete, on- or off-chip. //
the graphics functionality may be directly
exposed to the operating system and/or
software, or not. // the graphics
functionality may or may not be
accelerated. edit: here's the log: > edit 2:
here's the log: > edit 3: i was able to
successfully install the nvidia drivers from
the bumblebee website, however it broke
the logind and some of the gui. the gui was
there, but the icons and the logind didn't
work. then i tried to reinstall the
proprietary drivers from the nvidia website
and that broke it even further. i then tried
uninstalling the nvidia driver, then
reinstalling the bumblebee and then
reinstalling the nvidia driver.
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one of the issues currently surrounding oa
is that the coreboot developers are

currently working on rolling their own
custom oa implementation [18] to work
around certain aspects of oa stability. it

may be that future oa implementations will
be based upon this implementation to
avoid these problems, but until then, it

would be advised that users use coreboot's
oa implementation [18] instead of the intel

oa implementation. first, would i have a
way to know if my graphic card really

supports opengl 2.0? second, if it does, can
i install opengl 2.0 on photoshop cs3? third,
how do i uninstall photoshop cs3 and install
another one? i hope to get some help here,
i'll get back to you as soon as i can. thank
you for your help, graziano. hello guys. i

was able to find the compatibility
document of photoshop cs3, on the official
website. (i'm not sure of the link because i
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can't access to a computer to get the link)
it says that my graphic card doesn't

support opengl 2.0. so i have to uninstall
my graphic card and install another one

which supports opengl 2. it seems that i'm
not the only one with this problem, i found
other people reporting this problem too.

the only solution i found is to install
another graphic card, but it is really

expensive. in the meantime, i tried to find
a way to install opengl 2.0 on photoshop
cs3, and i found some links but still not

very good and not very professional. i am
running photoshop cs4 and i have the
latest drivers. i am also using an old

computer with an i3 processor and an
integrated video card. when i run cs4, it

appears like i'm using an old computer with
integrated video card. 5ec8ef588b
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